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Choose the letter of the correct sentence that expresses a second
conditional tense.
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ANSWER KEY:

________ 1. Which is correct?
  A. If I inherit a lot of money, I will go build a house on a beach.
  B. If I inherited a lot of money, I would go build a house on a beach.
________ 2. Which is correct?
  A. When he is recognized as a star soccer player, he will play in the World
Cup.
  B. If he was recognized as a star soccer player, he would play in the World
Cup.
________ 3. Which is correct?
  A. If I graduated as the valedictorian, I would be able to get any job I want.
  B. If I graduate as the valedictorian, I will be able to get any job I want. 
________ 4. Which is correct?
  A. What are you going to do when you no longer have to work for a living?
  B. What would you do if you didn’t have to work for a living?
________ 5. Which is correct?
  A. If my children skipped three grades, we would travel the country in an RV
instead of going to school. 
  B. If my children skip three grades, we will travel the country in an RV instead
of going to school.
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Choose the letter of the correct second conditional verb form to complete
the sentences.
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ANSWER KEY:

________ 1. If his eyes weren’t so close together, I _________ attracted to him.
  A. would be                                 B. was
________ 2. I ______ pick up all the groceries and deliver them if I owned a car.
  A. would                                       B. had
________ 3. If she _________ all the information, she would share it with him.
  A. knows                                      B. knew
________ 4. If her uncle hadn’t bought her a car, she ________ so much.
  A. wouldn't go out                     B. didn't go out
________ 5. If Lily ________ understand the lecture, she would communicate her
frustration.
  A. didn't                                        B. wouldn't
________ 6. Jonathon ________ that if he didn’t mean it.
  A. wouldn't say                           B. didn't say
________ 7. I ________ on a cruise through the Mediterranean if I retired early.
  A. would go                                 B. will go
________ 8. If I were you, I ________ that.
  A. will not do                               B. would not do
________ 9. If these windows _________ thicker, we wouldn't feel the cold every
time the wind blew.
  A. would be                                 B. were
________ 10. If I had a rich aunt, ________ with her in a mansion.
   A. I'd go live                                B. I'm going to go live
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Complete each second conditional question using the verbs in brackets.

If she [have] ___________________ extra time, how [she/spend]

___________________________?

If you [discover] ___________________ a hidden treasure, [you/keep]

___________________________ or donate it to a museum?

[He, help] ___________________________ me if I [bring] ___________________ him the

science notes to study from?

[Sara and Mike/work] ___________________________ together if he [moves] into our

department at work?

[The teacher/notice] ___________________________ if we [skip] ___________________

class to get coffee?
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Had, would she spend

Discovered, would you keep

Would he help, brought

Would Sara and Mike work, moved

Would the teacher notice, skipped
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ANSWER KEY:
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